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In population dynamics, mathematical models often contain too many parameters to be easily testable. A way to reliably estimate parameters for a broad range of systems would help us obtain clearer predictions from theory. In this paper, we examine how the allometric scaling of a number of biological quantities with animal mass may be useful to parameterize population dynamical models. Using this allometric scaling, we make predictions about the ratio of prey to predators in real ecosystems, and we attempt to estimate the length of animal population cycles as a function of mass. Our analytical and numerical results turn out to compare reasonably to data from a number of ecosystems. This paves the way for a wider usage of allometric scaling to simplify mathematical models in population dynamics and make testable predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When modeling the dynamics of ecological communities, a recurring problem is the difficulty of estimating model parameters. If we desire to develop a model that can describe real ecosystems, a common approach is to add terms and parameters to account for as many real-world complications as possible. The result is, unfortunately, that many of the models end up being too complicated to actually make any definitive predictions due to uncertainties about the often large number of parameters. A model that requires precise measurements of parameters for every individual system one wishes to study will of course be interesting for the isolated case, but it will be difficult to derive more general principles from it. We believe that a simplified model that makes approximate but clear predictions might be a more useful approach. In this paper, we will argue that, by using allometric mass scaling, it is possible to estimate the parameters of the classic Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equations in such a way that this highly idealized model can be used to predict the behavior of actual populations. It is our hope that we will be able to rewrite all parameters of the equations in terms of only two quantities: prey mass and predator mass. We will also look at the implications of body size for the period of animal population cycles. By doing so, we wish to conclusively demonstrate the usefulness of allometric mass scaling relations in population modeling.

The fact that many ecological variables scale allometrically with animal body mass has attracted increasing attention in recent years. Ginzburg and Colyvan [1] go as far as to call the allometries fundamental laws of ecology, comparing them to Kepler’s laws in physics. Peters [2] compiled a list of variables exhibiting allometric scaling, which we will make use of in this paper. For example, generation time and metabolic rate correlate with mass to powers of (approximately) 1/4 and 3/4, respectively. It is these relationships that we will exploit to write the Lotka-Volterra equations in terms of animal body mass. For a compelling attempt at finding a theoretical foundation for these quarter-power scaling laws, see the work of West et al. [3].

On the larger ecosystem scale, there are also examples of allometric scaling. In particular, many animals—most prominently rodents such as lemmings—exhibit a regular population cycle. The time elapsed between peaks in abundance of such animals tends to scale with the average mass of the animal. Empirically, the scaling relation is found to be \( T \propto m^{0.26} \) [4]. We wish to argue for a theoretical basis of this relationship.

Yodzis and Innes [5] use mass to parameterize a system of equations similar to generalized Lotka-Volterra equations, with consumer and resource (whether plant or animal) substituted for predator and prey. Their model assumes that the predator reproduction will saturate with increasing prey population, giving the predator a Holling type II or type III functional response. Also, they argue that the strength of the predator-prey interaction should scale with the ratio of prey mass to predator mass to some power and that it should be possible to determine the coefficients of this scaling law from measurable biological quantities. With the model in place, they analyze the linear stability of the dynamical system and find that, for certain predator-prey mass ratios, it will have a limit cycle with a period \( T \propto m_C^{1/8} m_R^{1/8} \), where \( m_C \) is the consumer (predator) mass and \( m_R \) is the resource (prey) mass.

We will here proceed down a similar path, though our model will be notably simplified and our approach to the predator-prey functional response will be different. The original Lotka-Volterra equations on which we will be basing our model assume that the predation and predator reproduction rates increase in proportion with prey population density, a so-called Holling type I functional response. We here assume that prey population is always far from the carrying capacity of the ecosystem, resulting in a prey reproduction rate that is also proportional to prey population. Instead of trying to determine a biologically reasonable coefficient for the scaling
of interaction strength with the predator-prey mass ratio, we will let the coefficient remain unknown. We will determine the equilibrium populations in terms of this unknown coefficient. Luckily, it turns out that when we look at the ratio of the populations, this coefficient cancels out. Thus, our method still yields useful information.

Finally, we will look at the period of population cycles. The simplest version of the Lotka-Volterra equations has a nontrivial equilibrium which is a center rather than a limit cycle. Here we likewise find a period of $T \propto m_1^{3/8} m_R^{1/8}$ as mentioned above. In order to obtain the empirically determined $m^{1/4}$ relationship with population cycle length, Yodzis and Innes point out that one can assume a direct proportionality between predator (consumer) size and prey (resource) size. While this relationship may hold in many systems (see, e.g., Ref. [6]), it certainly does not in such cases as the wolf-moose system studied by Peterson et al. [4], and the relationship is hardly well defined in systems where the resource is a plant. Ginzburg and Colyvan [1] even present a critique of the whole idea of using only the linearization of the Lotka-Volterra equations to predict the length of population cycles. It would therefore be preferable if we could derive a relationship between prey mass and cycle period that is independent of predator mass. This is what we will attempt to do in the following.

The model put forward here is thus an application of the basic idea of Yodzis and Innes to a heavily simplified system of equations, without making attempts at determining the exact interaction strength between predator and prey directly. It is our hypothesis that even such a simplified model will still give reasonable order-of-magnitude predictions about real ecosystems.

II. PARAMETERIZING THE LOTKA-VOLTERRA EQUATIONS

The original Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equations read as follows [7]:

$$\frac{dx}{dt} = \alpha x - \beta xy, \quad (1)$$

$$\frac{dy}{dt} = \gamma xy - \delta y. \quad (2)$$

Here $x$ denotes prey, $y$ predator, $\alpha$ the per-capita reproduction rate of prey, and $\delta$ the per-capita death rate of predators in the absence of prey. The interaction strengths $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are slightly harder to define. $\beta$ denotes the risk of each prey being eaten per predator, and $\gamma$ represents the increase in predator reproduction rate per prey. These latter two parameters are of course more difficult to estimate than the first two, and we will therefore need to find a way around this obstacle.

As opposed to Yodzis and Innes, we choose to work with animal abundances rather than biomass densities. We do this because it is conceptually easier and data are more readily available for abundances than for biomass densities for the systems that we wish to study. A complication arising from this is that when working with abundances, there is a distinction between somatic growth (individuals growing larger) and reproductive growth, which would be unimportant if we were to work with biomass densities. We shall therefore ignore the finer details of animal reproduction and growth and simply assume that all growth results in the production of new individuals. Furthermore, we assume that the populations are large enough and reproductive events evenly distributed enough in time that population growth can be modelled as continuous rather than discrete.

According to Peters [2], we then have the following empirical relation for reproduction rate:

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{m_1^{1/4}} m_1^{1/4} \text{ (day}^{-1}). \quad (3)$$

In the cited mass scaling relations, all masses are in kilograms. As the predator-prey pairs we will be examining here are all mammals, we shall be using the mass scaling relations that apply to mammals. For cold-blooded animals such as reptiles the relations will be different, though not radically so.

It should be possible to calculate the death rate of predators in the absence of prey from the so-called turnover time. This is defined as the average time it will take an animal to metabolize its entire energy reserves. In turn, this can be calculated from the metabolic effect. Again from [2]

$$t_{\text{turnover}} = 19 m_y^{1/4} \text{ (day)}. \quad (4)$$

This implies

$$\delta = \frac{1}{19} m_y^{1/4} \text{ (day}^{-1}). \quad (5)$$

The coupling coefficient $\beta$ we assume to be proportional to predator ingestion rate. We believe this to be justified, since the more a given predator consumes, the higher the per-capita risk of being eaten by it should be for the prey. The predator ingestion rate in terms of energy scales with mass as [2]

$$I \propto m_y^{3/4} \text{ [J (day predator)}^{-1}]. \quad (6)$$

The number of individual prey that a predator needs to eat to satisfy this energetic demand is inversely proportional to prey mass, and we therefore write $\beta$ as

$$\beta = k m_y^{3/4} m_x \text{ [day predator}^{-1}]. \quad (7)$$

where $k$ is an unknown proportionality constant. Knowing the equilibrium population of prey or predator should make it possible to determine $k$ if this is desired.

Our parameterization thus deviates notably from that of Yodzis and Innes, since they assume that the predator death rate and the interaction strength scale with the ratio of prey mass to predator mass to the power of 3/4 (here converted to abundance rather than biomass, as was originally used). Strictly speaking, the ingestion rate of $y$ predators reflects some kind of average prey consumption rate at average prey abundance. What we really need here is the slope of predator kill rate as a function of prey abundance. Furthermore, the units of the ingestion rate is $[\text{J (predator day)}^{-1}] \propto [\text{prey (predator day)}^{-1}]$ and not $[(\text{predator day})^{-1}]$ as we need it to be for our units to match. Despite all this, we still believe that the allometric scaling of the ingestion rate is a reasonable approximate measure of the predator’s ability to consume and therefore of the dependence of consumption rate on prey abundance. We now only need to find a way around not knowing the exact proportionality.
The slope of predator kill rate with prey abundance that really constitutes \( \beta \) depends on a number of factors (temperature, prey population density, predator satiation, etc. [2]), and it is probably not possible to make a universal estimate of it. Instead, we let \( k \) embody all these complications and tune it to fit the systems that we will study. As mentioned above, it fortunately cancels out in the final calculation of the prey to predator population ratio anyway.

The relation between the number of prey eaten and the number of predators produced can be derived approximately if we know the ecological efficiency \( \eta \) of the predator-prey interaction. The ecological efficiency here refers to the percentage of prey biomass that is converted into predator biomass. Ecological efficiencies vary considerably depending on the nature of the interaction [8], and it is therefore difficult to find an estimate that is both precise and general. For systems with a low predator-to-prey mass ratio and positive correlation of biomass density with body mass, ecological efficiency should be high (\( \eta \approx 35\% \)) according to a review by Trebilco et al. [9], which, however, deals with aquatic ecosystems. Lindeman’s original paper similarly shows an efficiency that rises with trophic level [8]. On the other hand, a case study of the Isle Royale wolf-moose system that we will discuss below suggests that the wolves have a much lower efficiency than we would expect based on the above (\( \eta \approx 2\% \)) [10]. In laboratory experiments, a figure of about \( \eta = 10\% \) is observed [10], and for lack of a better estimate, we shall use this so-called 10% law in our calculations. Given that we are not going for an exact description of any one particular interaction, we believe that it is justified to use this rough estimate.

The relation between mass of consumed prey (\( m_{c,e} \)) and mass of produced predator (\( m_{e,p} \)) is now

\[
m_{e,p} = \eta m_{c,e},
\]

assuming that prey and predator have similar energy content per unit mass. Rewriting this in terms of numbers of individual predators produced (\( N_{e,p} \)) and prey consumed (\( N_{c,e} \)), we get

\[
N_{e,p} = m_{e,p}/m_y = m_{c,e}/m_y = \frac{m_{e,c}N_{e,c}}{m_y} \eta.
\]

In the Lotka-Volterra equations, the number of predators produced per unit time is given by the term

\[
N_{e,p} = \gamma xy
\]

and the number of prey consumed by the term

\[
N_{c,e} = \beta xy.
\]

Thus, we get the following relation between \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \):

\[
\gamma = \frac{m_x}{m_y} \eta \beta = km_x^{-1/4} \eta \text{ [day prey}^{-1}].
\]

We have now written all the parameters of the equations in terms of the animal body masses alone, with \( k \) from Eq. (7) being the only parameter that remains to be determined. However, we can get around this by focusing our attention on the equilibrium predator-to-prey population ratio instead of the absolute populations.

The Lotka-Volterra equations have the nontrivial equilibrium

\[
(x, y) = \left( \frac{\delta}{\alpha}, \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right),
\]

which is neutrally stable. The equilibrium ratio between prey and predator populations is therefore

\[
x/y = \frac{\beta \delta}{\alpha \gamma} = \frac{21}{\eta} \left( \frac{m_x}{m_y} \right)^{3/4}.
\]

This number depends only on the masses. We see that due to the factor \( 1/\gamma \) this ratio is inversely proportional to ecological efficiency, so that if our estimated 10% efficiency is a factor 2 too great, then we will estimate a ratio that is half the “correct” value.

III. THE PERIOD OF POPULATION CYCLES

The Jacobian matrix of the Lotka-Volterra equations at the nontrivial steady state has the eigenvalues \((\iota \sqrt{\alpha \delta}, -\iota \sqrt{\alpha \delta})\), meaning that for small perturbations away from equilibrium, the system will oscillate over time with a period of \( T = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{\alpha \delta}} \).

This leads to the aforementioned scaling of population cycle period with mass \( T \propto m_x^{1/8} m_y^{1/8} \), contrary to the observed \( T \propto m_y^{1/4} \).

A problem with using linearization in this case is that the period thus obtained only applies when oscillations are relatively small. Population cycles in actual predator-prey pairs, such as the vole-weasel pair in northern Scandinavia, can involve fluctuations over two orders of magnitude [11]. When solving the equations numerically, we see that much of the time, the population of prey will be in a state of slow, exponential recovery, while the predator population slowly approaches zero. When the prey population recovers, the predator population quickly explodes, initiating a swift collapse of the prey population. The collapse phase observed in real rodent cycles does indeed appear to be notably shorter than the growth and peak phases, and the corresponding predator cycles are similarly observed to be very sharply peaked [11,12]. We therefore believe that the dynamics can be realistically modelled as consisting of a slow exponential growth phase and a fast collapse phase. Using this two-timescale assumption, we will try to derive an expression for the period \( T \) of population cycles. Splitting more complex predator-prey models into slow and fast phases has previously been done by Rinaldi and Muratori [13]. In the following, we shall use a similar basic idea but a different mathematical approach and solve for the period \( T \) rather than maximal abundance as they did. An illustration of the cycle and its fast and slow segments can be seen in Fig. 1. For our derivation, we will use the maximum and minimum prey density of a cycle, which should be easily obtainable from observations and available in the literature.

The slow approach to and subsequent drifting away from the saddle point at \((0,0)\) is what takes up the majority of the orbital period of the system. For this reason, we will here attempt to derive an approximate relation for the cycle length by looking at the behavior around the saddle point at \((0,0)\) instead of the center at \((\frac{\delta}{\alpha}, \frac{\alpha}{\beta})\). Although the period of the cycle is mainly determined by the hyperbolic approach to the
saddle point, the oscillation still happens around the center equilibrium at \((\frac{\delta}{T}, \frac{\gamma}{T})\). As can be seen in Fig. 1, the time average populations are very close to the equilibrium populations at the center. We therefore do not believe that there is a contradiction between using the saddle point linearization to determine the oscillation period but determining population ratios based on center equilibrium values.

Using the linearization around the center equilibrium, we obtain a period that is independent of initial conditions but which does not match observations, as the assumption that initial conditions are close to the equilibrium breaks down in the real systems studied here. Instead, we assume that the initial conditions are far from the center equilibrium. For this asymptotic approximation, the period will depend on initial conditions and the calculated period matches observations better.

Starting from a population \(x_{\text{min}}\), the prey population should grow as follows:

\[
x(t) = x_{\text{min}}e^{\alpha t}. \tag{15}
\]

When predator population is low, prey population grows unobstructed. After one period of length \(T\), we should have the maximal population density

\[
x_{\text{max}} = x(T) = x_{\text{min}}e^{\alpha T}. \tag{16}
\]

The time it will take the population to recover to a density of \(x_{\text{max}}\) now becomes

\[
T = \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left( \frac{x_{\text{max}}}{x_{\text{min}}} \right) = 400 \ln \left( \frac{x_{\text{max}}}{x_{\text{min}}} \right) m_1^{1/4} \text{ (day)}. \tag{17}
\]

We thus get the \(m_1^{1/4}\) relation found empirically. The above expression should be valid when the amplitude of oscillations is very large, so that the period of the predator-prey cycle is dominated by the slow growth phase which in the Lotka-Volterra model occurs at low predator abundances. Note, however, that we at no point have assumed that the population crash should be due to the influence of a predator. We just assumed that the crash was fast and did not extend the period length or influence the exponential growth phase significantly.

The derivation here should therefore be equally valid if a population crash is caused by, e.g., a shortage of food or an epidemic. Given that in the case of many rodents it is unclear if it is actually predation that drives the cycle [15], this is a significant advantage.

Another interesting feature of this expression is the logarithmic scaling with population maximum-minimum ratio. Hanski has already hinted at such a scaling relation for the vole-weasel system [16]. In his 1991 paper, he shows that \(\ln \left( \frac{x_{\text{max}}}{x_{\text{min}}} \right)\) correlates with latitude and that oscillation period also correlates with latitude. Oscillation period thus also correlates with the logarithm of the maximum-minimum ratio. It is possible that we have found a theoretical explanation for this correlation.

In the next section, we will demonstrate that Eq. (17) roughly fits the pattern seen in oscillating populations in nature, although there is a significant deviation between predicted and observed numbers. For the prey-predator ratios, on the other hand, the parameters derived above mostly give realistic results.

### IV. COMPARING THEORY WITH DATA

The classic example of a system described well by the Lotka-Volterra equations is the interaction between the Canadian lynx (Lynx canadensis) and the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus). Although there has been some doubt as to whether the hare population cycle is driven primarily by predation or other factors, there seems to be evidence that changes in hare mortality are mainly due to predation [23].

The population density of hares oscillates from around 8 to just under 200 per square kilometer over the 8- to 10-year-long cycle [24]. The average density of lynx ranges from 0.03 to 0.3 km\(^{-2}\) [25].

To see how well our model fits with observations, we plug the average masses of lynx, on average roughly 11 kg [20], and hares, roughly 1.6 kg [26], into the equations and solve them numerically. We choose initial conditions corresponding to the density per square kilometer when hare abundance is lowest \((x_0 \approx x_{\text{min}} = 8\) and \(y_0 = 0.3\), due to the phase difference between lynx and hare population oscillations, we let lynx population start out high and hare population start out low). We then tune the parameter \(k\) to obtain the correct ratio between cycle highs and lows. The result can be seen in Fig. 2(a). Our simulation predicts an average prey to average predator population ratio that is quite close to the observed values. The period is off by about a third, which, given the simplifications of the model, is not a bad estimate. The fact that the population collapse takes such a short time in our simulation contributes to our underestimating the period. In reality, the collapse takes about 1–2 years [24]. The spiky appearance of the graph is also not very naturalistic. However, taking increasing predation from other predators, increasing...
susceptibility to disease, and other complicating factors that increase with population density into account would most likely lead to a more rounded shape of the peaks, similarly to the one seen in actual observations. It turns out that the time average abundances are fairly close to the predicted equilibrium abundances in all of our numerical solutions. We shall therefore use mean abundances and equilibrium abundances interchangeably when validating our results.

We also plug the masses into Eqs. (14) and (17). The theoretical estimates obtained this way and their uncertainties can be seen in Table I. For this particular system, we estimate a period of $T \approx 1400$ days. Compared to the observed period of around 3000 days, the error is about 50%. As far as order-of-magnitude estimates go, this is still reasonable. Neglecting the duration of the collapse phase is probably part of the reason for this error. For comparison, the cycle period obtained from linearization gives us $\frac{8k}{\sqrt{\alpha \delta}} = \frac{550}{(m_x m_y)^{1/2}} = 770$ days, which is far too short. This again underlines the usefulness of approximating the cycle as a series of instantaneous collapse phases followed by exponential growth phases.

Another case where the basic Lotka-Volterra equation might be useful is the interaction between the vole (Microtus agrestis) and least weasel (Mustela nivalis) in northern Scandinavia, as mentioned above. Although there still is some doubt about the role of predation in the cycle here as well, there is evidence that predation plays at least a significant part. Vole density ranges from $10^2$ to $10^4$ km$^{-2}$ over a cycle, while weasel density ranges from 1 to 20 km$^{-2}$ and is strongly correlated with vole density at northern latitudes [16]. The cycle is observed to be about 4 years long in the areas we are interested in [11]. A numerical solution of the Lotka-Volterra equations for these parameter values can be seen in Fig. 2(b). This numerical solution gives us an estimate of the period $T \approx 300$ days = 2.3 years and of the prey-predator ratio of 460 voles per weasel. A comparison between theoretical results calculated using the derived expressions and observations can again be seen in Table I.

Large population oscillations are observed in some rodent species even when there is no single obvious predator feeding on the rodent. One example of this is the northern collared lemming of Greenland (Dicrostonyx groenlandicus) [17]. We, of course, cannot use such an example to test our hypothesis about prey-predator population ratios, but we may still use it to examine the accuracy of the derived period. The results of our examination can be seen in the table, and both the estimated period and the error are similar to those of the vole.

As a final example, we will consider the wolves (Canis lupus) and moose (Alces alces americanus) of Isle Royale in
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**FIG. 2.** (a) A numerical simulation of the Lotka-Volterra equations for lynx and hare: $x_{\text{max}} \approx 180$ km$^{-2}$, $x_0 = y_{\text{min}} \approx 8$ km$^{-2}$, $y_0 = 0.3$, and $k = 1.05 \times 10^{-2}$. The period is just under 2000 days, or 5.5 years, and the average hare density is 51 km$^{-2}$. Average lynx density is 0.059 km$^{-2}$. The ratio of the averages is 860 hares per lynx. As can be seen from the logarithmic plot, the predicted predator oscillations are too violent, with extinction of lynx at the cycle minimum. Again, the predator oscillation is unrealistically violent. Average vole density is 2100 km$^{-2}$ and weasel density is 4.6 km$^{-2}$, giving 460 voles per weasel.
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(b) The solution obtained using the masses of voles and weasels. $x_{\text{max}} \approx 10^4$ km$^{-2}$, $x_0 = x_{\text{min}} \approx 10^2$ km$^{-2}$, $y_0 = 20$, and $k = 2 \times 10^{-4}$. We still see a cycle somewhat shorter than the observed, with an estimated $T \approx 2.3$ years. Again, the predator oscillation is unrealistically violent. Average vole density is 2100 km$^{-2}$ and weasel density is 4.6 km$^{-2}$, giving 460 voles per weasel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>$m_x$ (kg)</th>
<th>$m_y$</th>
<th>$x_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$x_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>Observed $x/y$ ratio</th>
<th>Theoretical $x/y$</th>
<th>Obs. $T$ (days)</th>
<th>Theoretical $T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lynx-hare</td>
<td>11 ± 1</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>180 ± 80</td>
<td>8 ± 4</td>
<td>600 ± 400</td>
<td>850 ± 70</td>
<td>3000 ± 200</td>
<td>1400 ± 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vole-weasel</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.002</td>
<td>(1.0 ± 0.2) $\cdot$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>100 ± 50</td>
<td>200 ± 200</td>
<td>510 ± 60</td>
<td>1600 ± 200</td>
<td>730 ± 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf-moose</td>
<td>33 ± 1</td>
<td>350 ± 10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>40 ± 20</td>
<td>42 ± 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemming osc.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.064 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1000 ± 200</td>
<td>14 ± 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1460 ± 0</td>
<td>860 ± 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Table of the data used and the values calculated, including uncertainties. Numbers are rounded to the highest uncertain digit [16–22].
Lake Superior, Michigan. On this island, wolves and moose coexist in isolation, with very little interference from other animals. Due to the small size of the island, animal populations are so small that random events (such as the introduction of parvovirus to the wolf population in 1980) will have a large influence on the population, which seems to fluctuate almost erratically [27]. Therefore, we cannot determine an observational population cycle length for this system. However, the average populations should reflect an equilibrium ratio that should be predictable from wolf and moose mass. As can be seen in Table I, we obtain an accurate estimate of this ratio.

Based on these cases we may conclude that our idealized model works as an order-of-magnitude estimate of the behavior of ecosystems. There is a discrepancy between the derived period of population oscillations and what is observed, and this discrepancy cannot be explained entirely by experimental uncertainty. However, our results reproduce two patterns observed empirically, which have not yet been theoretically explained. One is the apparent scaling of oscillation periods with mass to the quarter power. Another is the scaling of period with \( \ln \left( \frac{m_{\text{max}}}{m_{\text{min}}} \right) \). We will therefore argue that the derived expression is of interest despite the discrepancy.

V. DISCUSSION

As predicted in the Introduction, we have been able to parameterize the Lotka-Volterra equations using animal body mass in such a way that they provide fairly accurate predictions of the equilibrium predator-prey population ratio. When we also know the amplitude of the fluctuations of prey population, we obtain analytical estimates of the oscillation periods that reproduce the patterns found in nature, albeit with a discrepancy. Notably, our approximate expression for the cycle period exhibits the same allometric mass scaling as the one found empirically. Furthermore, it shows a logarithmic scaling of period with the ratio of maximum to minimum populations, which is also found in data. The ratios of average prey population to average predator population found in our simulations fit relatively well with real-world data. For the population ratios, the uncertainty of population counts and animal weights explain the errors in two of three cases. Our prediction of the amplitude of predator oscillations, however, is unreasonable in comparison with observations, possibly because of the assumption that the predator is entirely dependent on one prey species.

Of course, even though our model was only meant as a crude estimate, we need to address why we see the discrepancy that we do between theory and observations. In the case of the prey-predator population ratios, the uncertain estimate of ecological efficiency is a likely source of error. The range of ecological efficiencies observed in the real world is so large that it poses a challenge to this kind of population dynamical modeling. If our estimated efficiency is a bit too low, then it will explain the discrepancy, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

The period is off by a larger percentage, and it is less clear what might cause the error. One drastic assumption that we have made is that it takes no time for animals to grow to adult size. We have considered whether this delay might explain some of the error. To take the time required to reach full size into account, we have attempted a numerical solution of the equations while including a time delay in predator and prey reproduction. Unfortunately, this does not significantly change the oscillation period. Another possible source of error is the assumption that collapse is instantaneous. In reality, it does take some time, though not as long as the exponential growth phase. If the duration of the collapse phase also

FIG. 3. (a) The observed and theoretically calculated prey-predator population ratios for the wolf-moose, vole-weasel, and hare-lynx systems. Here the full line shows the predicted power law. The dotted line shows the theoretically calculated prey-predator ratio for half the ecological efficiency used in this paper (5%), while the dashed line shows the prey-predator ratio calculated for twice the used ecological efficiency (20%). (b) The observed and calculated periods of population oscillations for voles, lemmings, and hares. The black line shows the corresponding mass power law where we have set \( \ln \left( \frac{m_{\text{max}}}{m_{\text{min}}} \right) = 4 \). This number is close to the values for the vole and lemming oscillation. The dotted and dashed lines show the \( (m_{m}, m_{y})^{1/4} \) scaling law predicted from linearization, where \( m_{y} \) is that of lynx and weasel, respectively. We could not calculate an oscillation period for the moose of Isle Royale, and no single predator is known to cause the lemming oscillation, so they each only occur in one of the plots. Data points and error bars show the numbers without any rounding.
scales with animal mass, then it would help explain why we consistently underestimate the period by about 50%.

Finally, our model is a mean-field theory, whereas, in reality, geographical separation does play a role. Maybe the fact that real predators have to seek out the prey and that prey may survive for longer in some locations than in others may serve to slow the dynamics of real, geographically extended ecosystems. This, however, is a subject that we will leave for future studies.

Despite these discrepancies, our work demonstrates that, by using the many available allometric mass scaling laws, it is possible to obtain reasonable predictions from even very simple population dynamical models. This fact should have wide applications in population dynamics. Another area where this could be applicable is in epidemiology. The incubation and recovery times of a variety of diseases with multiple host species have already been shown to scale with host mass [28], and Dobson [29] has studied a multihost disease model parameterized using mass. A possible further use of the model described here could be to construct an epidemiological model taking predation into account. Models of epidemics in predator-prey systems have been proposed before [30], but they often contain so many unknown parameters that an examination of parameter space becomes difficult. Here a parametrization using mass could significantly reduce the number of free parameters.

In 1992, Yodzis and Innes pointed out that the application of mass scaling relations to population dynamics can potentially make it a lot easier to make realistic estimates of the parameters involved. Still, to our knowledge, only recently have the predictions of a mass-parameterized population dynamical model have been tested against real-world data. The scaling of reproduction rate with animal mass has also provided us with a possible explanation for the relationship between population cycle length and mass, at least in systems where the amplitude is large. This is, for example, very much the case for several rodent and lagomorph species. In conclusion, we find that the allometric mass scaling laws that apply to a variety of biological quantities could potentially prove highly useful in population dynamics.
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